
Dear Jim, 	
12/5/76 

Enclosed is the latest letter from 'pane Smith and my response. 
i also know afeer this trial that it is beck to the one band a little longer. 
perhaps that no name in mertioncd in the 01 transcript is relevant to the claims to exemption. i think so with (b)(7). if they are still oleleing it. 
they are evasive c this. 

whyll 

the choices sees to be between hiding and stonewalling 
a direct answer would have taken such less time. 
i tend to believe the withheld pages are withheld for other reasons, not because the exemption* are either necessary or applicable. 
i am not sue but i think this and 09 are those on which they switobed claims to exemption.. 

, 	 best, 



MISS JANE SMITE, DIRECTOR 	 rt. 12, frederick, md. 21701 
CIVIL ARCHIVES DIVISION 	 xxxAzgl 12/5/76 
NATIONAL ARCHIVES 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20406 

dear miss smith, 

sorry that a tendon injury reduces my typing to one hand. 

yiur 11/30 is your third recent non-responsecto ey asking whether a defector mentioned 
in the 01 64 warren commis.lion executive session transcript is in cia releases and hence 
nob-secret.' 

you wrote 11/16 that "there is no reference to a memorandum" in those pages. 

your letter of 11/26, as i have told you, sakes no reference th this. 

your three sentences of 11/30 are one of introduction and these two: 

"The defectors disoussed in the withheld pages of the transcript are not identified. 
We have no way of determining whether one of then is the one to whom nor refer." 

I leave to my model and the court what this says about the exescptloni claimed. 
however, it is obvious that without the mention of names there is no real question of 
privacy. with the defectors heeling defected certainly those to whoa they defected know 
and only the American people do not. there would seem to be no legitimate question 
of national security. 

it simply is not true that you "have no way of determining.2 

this matter is before a federal court. the archives is the respondent. it has denied 
this record to me at theA request of the cia. not only does the cia have to know, it 
made several reviews of these pages. an  inquiry of the cia should have provided the 
information. 

if the sin does not know *el  legitimate  basis f044 withholding would appear to 
be non-esistant, esgeadaIly with no names mentioned in these pages. and more so when 
month& ago the cis itesif released relevant records of which i have cited but one. I 
believe with a precise identification. 

it ovens apparent to me that if the cia is releasing information it has told the 
archives not to release something is very wrong. 

dr. rhoads has had plenty of time to deny what i have written his about this and 
his house testdmeey. he is the government's top seview authority on such matters. it 
is my understanding that the exemptions are not automivally applicable an'A that they 
are not all inclusive. I believe that the courts have held that the exemp tion Aunt 
be properly justified. and that a bald and unsupported claim does not meet the require-
ments of the Act. is this not what the recant:ghillies:, decision says? 

I have gone to this extra time and Irouble because this matter, as i have reminded 
you in every letter, is before a court; because in not one oft the any claims to snot 
exemption& made with regard to my requests has any been justified or justifiable once 
i obtained the records; and for what with this history i believe is not necessary, to 
show the archives that my _porpoise are not frivoloud. 

will you please stop stonewalling and equivocating anh protide a direct and 
meaningful response? 

sincerely, 

harold weisberg 



UNITED STATES OF AM ERICA 

GENERAL SERVICES ADM I NISTRATION 

National Archives and Records Service 
Washington, DC 20408 

November 30, 1976 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
Route 12 
Frederick, MD 21701 

Dear Mr. Weisberg: 

This is in reply to your letter of November 21, 1976, concerning the 
executive session transcript of January 21, 1964, of the Warren Com-
mission. 

The defectors discussed in the withheld pages of the transcript are 
not identified. .We have no way of determining whether one of them is 
the one to whom you refer. 

Sincerely, 

,e4 	1'.  

(MISS) JANE F. SMITH 
Director 
Civil Archives Division 

Keep Freedom in Tour Future With U.S. Savings Bonds 


